Syrian Army troops spearheaded by a large force of tanks and other armored vehicles swept into northern Jordan along a broad front Sunday to join Palestinian commandos in the Jordanian invasion. A statement from King Hussein, Amman Radio said.

The Jordanian government radio announcement restated that the second force to cross the border into Jordan within 24 hours was composed of regular Syrian military forces. UPI correspondent Richard C. Longworth reported from the Syrian border town of Deraa that he saw at least 23 Syrian Army tanks manned by regular troops racing to the border shortly before the Amman Radio announcement.

“Our advanced positions have engaged the aggressive troops and stopped their progress,” Amman Radio said in a communiqué from the Jordanian frontline. Hussein declared the guerillas had accomplished a “sweeping victory.” Sunday over Jordanian units in northern Jordan. “Our forces have complete control of the area,” the guerrilla radio said.

Amman Radio said the regular Syrian forces crossed into Jordan at about 5:30 P.M. (11:30 A.M. EDT) along the entire length of the northern sector of Jordan, which extends approximately 200 miles. The radio said a heavy artillery barrage from Syria led preceded the movement of the force from Syria, which appeared headed toward the city of Irbid, 40 miles north of Amman and five miles west of Raptus, the border town where another armored force entered Jordan from Syria during the night.

The new attack came after King Hussein had accused Syria of aggression on the basis of the attack Saturday night and warned other Arab chiefs of state in messages that he had held them responsible for the results of the Syrian intervention in Jordan.

Longworth, who witnessed that attack Saturday night from the Jordanian side of the border and saw the one Sunday from the Syrian side, described the troops in the first attack as apparently Palestinian guerrillas based in Syria. But he said Sunday that both the troops and the camouflaged tanks in the second attack were regular Syrian Army forces.

“The Syrian rulers have revealed the dimensions of a new conspiracy,” Hussein said in his cables to the other Arab Leaders. “We make all of you responsible for the results of this serious aggression.”

In Washington, Secretary of State William P. Rogers issued a statement condemning the “invasion” of Jordan and urging the Syrian government to order the forces to withdraw immediately.

“We condemn this irresponsible and impudent intervention from Syria into Jordan,” he said. “This action carries with it the danger of a broadened conflict. We call upon the Syrian government to end immediately this intervention.”

The new attack came after King Hussein had accused Syria of aggression on the basis of the attack Saturday night and warned other Arab chiefs of state in messages that he had held them responsible for the results of the Syrian intervention in Jordan.

Longworth, who witnessed that attack Saturday night from the Jordanian side of the border and saw the one Sunday from the Syrian side, described the troops in the first attack as apparently Palestinian guerrillas based in Syria. But he said Sunday that both the troops and the camouflaged tanks in the second attack were regular Syrian Army forces.

“The Syrian rulers have revealed the dimensions of a new conspiracy,” Hussein said in his cables to the other Arab Leaders. “We make all of you responsible for the results of this serious aggression.”

In Washington, Secretary of State William P. Rogers issued a statement condemning the “invasion” of Jordan and urging the Syrian government to order the forces to withdraw immediately.

“We condemn this irresponsible and impudent intervention from Syria into Jordan,” he said. “This action carries with it the danger of a broadened conflict. We call upon the Syrian government to end immediately this intervention.”

By Mary Kay Davy

A new resolution concerning off-campus housing was passed by the SMC Student Assembly last Monday. The statement was formulated by Kathy Barlow, Off-Campus Community Coordinator.

The resolution states that any student who must live in one of the campus residence halls, in an approved off-campus residence, must be a student over 21.

Any student who is a junior, senior, or over 21 years of age who has the right to live in approved off-campus housing by making application with the director of housing. The parents permission must be presented at the time of application if the student is under 21. If however, a junior, senior or student over 21 who is already registered for a room on campus decides to move off, she cannot do so unless her bed is filled.

When a student moves off campus the school relinquishes its role of "in loco parentis" and the student becomes a citizen of South Bend with all its responsibilities.

This new resolution derives from the one passed last year in three major respects:
1. The application has been extended from seniors to juniors and all students over 21 years of age.
2. Last year’s resolution implied that students could move off campus only when necessitated by a shortage of beds. The new "bed rule" declares only that the student’s bed be filled if she had previously contracted to do so.
3. The third major difference lies in the final clause of the resolution. The earlier statement provided that the college reserved the right to re-consider its permission at any time and insist upon the student moving back to campus.

As it has been passed by the Student Assembly, the resolution now moves to the Student Affirmative Committee for consideration before final presentation to the Board of Trustees. The latter will be meeting in October.

Miss Barlow express that she expects the possibility of the "bed rule" creating a problem in passage.

By Don Capshaw

The Coalition for Political Action met last Thursday night to discuss the priorities for the coming year.

John Kriak, a Notre Dame senior, opened the meeting. The first order of business was discussion of this year’s organization. Kriak said that he felt that lack of organization was the main spot in the projects of last year and that he felt a new framework should be established for the coming year.

Kriak, with suggestions from other members, set up the following projects for the year. The first one discussed the elimination of the ROTC program on the Notre Dame campus. A second project was the kind of activities to be conducted for this election year.

The third project was the success of the Princeton Plan, members talked about the possibility of holding debates in various halls to make people aware that this is an election year. A third goal described was the general education of the students on campus toward political awareness.

Kriak and others felt that apathy among the students was the main obstacle with which the CPA would have to deal. A membership drive and various talk-ins were established as the main goals of this project. The CPA’s third project was to organize campus workers for projects dealing with problems outside the perimeters of the campus.

WASHINGTON (UPI) United Auto Workers President Leonard Woodcock predicted said in an interview on ABC television’s “Issues and Answers” that he expected there would be no quick settlement in view of the labor dispute.

"We’re simply seeking a contract with General Motors which reflects equity and reflects the
**Augusta house**

By Art Fenart

St. Mary's experimental "house" invited SMC's faculty for a house warming yesterday to thank the faculty for making the house a reality. Augusta is a four story hall which serves as a house for 30 seniors and 6 sophomores. The girls prefer referring to Augusta as a "house." They feel that it gives them a great deal more freedom in a more comfortable and relaxed atmosphere.

As a result of the small number of students residing there, the house is spacious enough to include a completely equipped kitchen, a small library, and study rooms.

flours are entirely dedicated to lounges.

Two of the girls living there, Marilyn Becker and Bernadette Volpe, cited the tenants and administration as being the "most responsible for making this experimental house possible." Sister Mary Elizabeth resides there and helps to direct most of the girls' activities. Ms. Becker said of the house that "the best attribute is the flexibility in house management made possible by the small size of the hall."

She also wished to invite all students to "gab fests" with faculty members on Friday nights which will be scheduled later.

**Wages demanded**

application of historic GM arithmetic," Woodcock said.

He defended the first year demand by the union for a $1.5 cents wage raise, including the 26 cents in cost of living raises due to the workers under the previous contract.

He listed as the union's main demands a general wage increase, the so-called "30 and one" retraining program, and financing of the supplemental unemployment benefits program and a family dental plan. In that listing, Woodcock made no reference to restoration of quarterly cost of living increases with no limit rather than the present minimal increases with a limit of one-third of current un

the raise of America's Apollo missions.

The Soviets did not announce immediately details of what tasks Luna 16 would perform or whether it would attempt a return to earth. One scientist said the spacecraft "has started making studies of the moon's surface. It is permanently landed on the landing spot in selenographic coordinates at 13 degrees, 41 minutes, 30 seconds south latitude and 56 degrees, 18 minutes east longitude.

Luna 16 was launched a week ago Saturday and was guided into lunar orbit late in the week by Soviet space controllers. Its predecessor, Luna 15, raced Neil Armstrong's Apollo 11 mission to the moon in July 1969. The Soviets never precisely reported its outcome at that time, and yesterday referred to it as having become "the moon's official satellite for now."

Western space experts said it crashed in an attempt to land ahead of the Armstrong mission.

The last Soviet spacecraft to achieve lunar landing successful

The main four-story, 11 floor building serves as the house for 30 seniors and 6 sophomores. The girls prefer referring to Augusta as a "house." They feel that it gives them a great deal more freedom in a more comfortable and relaxed atmosphere.

As a result of the small number of students residing there, the house is spacious enough to include a completely equipped kitchen, a small library, and study rooms. Two of the girls living there, Marilyn Becker and Bernadette Volpe, cited the tenants and administration as being the "most responsible for making this experimental house possible." Sister Mary Elizabeth resides there and helps to direct most of the girls' activities. Ms. Becker said of the house that "the best attribute is the flexibility in house management made possible by the small size of the hall."

She also wished to invite all students to "gab fests" with faculty members on Friday nights which will be scheduled later.

**Congress united on POW's**

WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Although no less divided over the Vietnam conflict, congressional weeks and doves will unit momentarily this week to demonstrate the nation's deep concern about the plight of American prisoners of war.

The show of unity will come Tuesday when the House and Senate hold a joint session to commemorate the 33rd birthday of Frank Borman report on his efforts as President Nixon's envoy to try to arrange a goodwill mission to the Soviet Union.

Borman has traveled to the capitals of nations on both sides of the Iron Curtain requesting these governments to help North Vietnam's defendants and to crime humane treatment of these prisoners.

Before Borman's appearance, the Senate planned to renew debate on a proposed constitutional amendment providing for direct popular election of presidents.

The House, after considering a score of minor bills early in the week, will meet Wednesday to take up the recommendations of its Internal Security Committee that Arnold J. Johnson, public relations director for a U.S. POWFGC, be cited for contempt of Congress.

Johnson refused to answer the committee's questions on June 14 following an investigation of operations of the New Mobilization.

In his prepared statement, an amalgam of groups that has sponsored antiwar protests.

**Unemployment rise expected**

WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Labor Secretary James Hodgson said yesterday unemployment may continue to increase for the next month or two, but "by the end of the year there will be a significant improvement."

Hodgson described the unemployment situation as "reasonably stable really now for the last four months," but he said the 5.1 per cent adverse figure in September might experience "some sizable" before

Borman has traveled to the capitals of nations on both sides of the Iron Curtain requesting these governments to help North Vietnam's defendants and to crime humane treatment of these prisoners.

Before Borman's appearance, the Senate planned to renew debate on a proposed constitutional amendment providing for direct popular election of presidents.

The House, after considering a score of minor bills early in the week, will meet Wednesday to take up the recommendations of its Internal Security Committee that Arnold J. Johnson, public relations director for a U.S.

In his prepared statement, an amalgam of groups that has sponsored antiwar protests.

**Football Saturday**

CHILD CARE 50, SMC STUDENTS; MUCH EXPENSE PER HOUR AND FAMILY MUST CALL 272-8187

**COMPACT COOL, INC.**

another service of Student Services Commission

Contact: DICK GORMAN

1757 or 6723

12th Floor LaFortune 4-6
or 123 Farley

**THE OBSERVER**

Monday, September 23, 1970

**Moscow** (UPI) -- The Soviet Union's unmanned Luna 16 spacecraft landed gently on the moon yesterday capping a 14 month comeback effort for the Soviet lunar exploration program.

From West Germany, a spokesman for the Bonchim Observatory said Luna 16 transmitted to earth test pictures "of excellent quality" soon after its landing.

"At 8:18 a.m. Moscow time, 11:18 a.m. EDT, the automatic station Luna 16 made a soft landing on the lunar surface in the area of the Sea of Fertility in accordance with its flight program," the official Tass news agency said.

That announcement, quickly relayed over Moscow Radio, gave Soviet citizens their first good news from the moon race since Zond 6 whizzed through lunar orbit briefly in November 1968, and faded from memory...
Swedish socialists lose seats

STOCKHOLM (UPI) — Premier Olaf Palme's ruling Social Democrats lost their parliamentary majority in Sweden's general elections yesterday, but Communist gains saved the government from falling, according to unofficial results.

A calculation by the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation gave the Social Democrats 46.3 per cent of the national vote and a total of 166 seats in the new unicameral 350-member Riksdag Parliament.

The computer showed major gains for the Communists who would get 17 seats for a combined majority with the Social Democrats of 183 seats against 167 seats for the non-Socialists, comprised of the Center party, the Liberal party, and the Conservative party.

While the Social Democrats went down from 50.1 per cent in the 1968 elections to 46.3 per cent, two of the non-Socialist parties and the Communists showed gains.

The Communists went from three per cent in 1968 to 4.9 per cent yesterday to capture 17 seats...
Father Robert Griffin

BOB DEPUTY

One evening, about a year ago, a group of guys and a structure in everything, as ours was. It was Rector's room of Keenan. It was a candlelit affair, and wine was being passed about in paper cups. The company was large enough so that we had passed from the attentions of witty conversation and had begun to sing, principally under the direction of a couple of guitarists, ships named Jim and Dave: of and a youthful enthusiasm; each segment must accept not only a o'clock Mass group in the Keenan-Stanford Chap-

Among the caterwauling of the evening, there was an authentically beautiful moment when Bob sang to Jim's and Dave's accompaniment, the moving old spiritual, "Poor, Wayfarin' Stranger." My comment, at the end, was in words as musical not those of a cop or university: a brilliant stroke of bad taste, "that when I am gathered in to the bosom of our Community, the two of you will come to the place where I am resting among the lilacs, and sing that song. It will give more rest to my spirit than the Aves and Paters of the entire Congregation." 

These words should not have been spoken. I am not, even, the kind of a man who plays at events that will accompany his own demise, though I hope it will be a higher affair, a considerably less coldness than some priests' funerals I have seen.

I was not the only one who spoke the silly words. Perhaps I was suffering from a touch of greed; perhaps it was a bit of undigested dinner beef that reminded me of my personal imperfections. But I realized my mistake immediately when a couple of lads slapped me up, it was clear that a girl in the corner was quietly weeping. The words were more than morbid; they were also reckless. Perhaps you need to have an Irish mother to realize that there are contingencies that must never be mentioned without regard to wood or blessing yourself with the Trinity. You do not have to love the love, but because you try to frustrate the occasions on which life can screw you with its ironies. The Greeks knew of a pride that plaited her deity by adding phrases like, "If God and the Blessed Virgin spare us," to any conversation that the chances on the loves of her loved ones and family.

It was with a sense of life's irony, like that of an Irish mother, that I remembered my words on the day that followed that party, when I stood in the intensive care room of the St. Joe Hospital, where the young guitarist Jim lay seriously injured from an auto accident in which another young man had been killed. In the first few moments, it was not clear how closely Jim had been brushed by death, but one fact was evident: given the hasty-burly of things, it is never clear, in any friendship between young and old, who will survive to mourn the other's passing.

In the months since then, Jim has recovered from his smashed hip and other injuries; but now, September, Jim's familiar, the gentle boy to the peace of the eternal dawn and the house of his eternal, Bob Deput.

Together with Bob's family and other friends, we will commemorate the all-too-rapid life of this young guitarist Jim at the graveside of the youngigner, Bob Deput.

Bob Deput, aged twenty, the latest of the Young men of Notre Dame to die... and one wonders if the death of one so young and so beautiful life enough to spare it... if, in the twisted passion of a world4onalism is that he gets so caught up in his own rhetoric that no one else is talking. His first reply was, "I wish I had died today." After going to Mecca, he continues, he realized that he could see her again to tell her that she did have a place in the black man's struggle. Her job was to fight racism wherever and whenever she can. For in her situation, she believes she has a certain duality.

First, the rightful rage felt by Malcolm X was manifested in one who truly wished to help. Her place in life could not be helped and not have let his own best beauty survive until after the coming of its moon.

To the distress of our minds, an answer to our Woodward has not yet been forthcoming.

Anne Marie Tracey

The Academic Council

Besides discussion of a possible political scene next month, Notre Dame's Academic Council meets this afternoon to discuss student membership on that body. Having worked under this system in our community government at St. Mary's, we students can testify to both its worth and its potential value.

One evening, about a year ago, a group of guys and a structure in everything, as ours was. It was Rector's room of Keenan. It was a candlelit affair, and wine was being passed about in paper cups. The company was large enough so that we had passed from the attentions of witty conversation and had begun to sing, principally under the direction of a couple of guitarists, ships named Jim and Dave: of and a youthful enthusiasm; each segment must accept not only the o'clock Mass group in the Keenan-Stanford Chap-

The words were more than morbid; they were also reckless. Perhaps you need to have an Irish mother to realize that there are contingencies that must never be mentioned without regard to wood or blessing yourself with the Trinity. You do not have to love the love, but because you try to frustrate the occasions on which life can screw you with its ironies. The Greeks knew of a pride that plaited her deity by adding phrases like, "If God and the Blessed Virgin spare us," to any conversation that the chances on the loves of her loved ones and family.

It was with a sense of life's irony, like that of an Irish mother, that I remembered my words on the day that followed that party, when I stood in the intensive care room of the St. Joe Hospital, where the young guitarist Jim lay seriously injured from an auto accident in which another young man had been killed. In the first few moments, it was not clear how closely Jim had been brushed by death, but one fact was evident: given the hasty-burly of things, it is never clear, in any friendship between young and old, who will survive to mourn the other's passing.

In the months since then, Jim has recovered from his smashed hip and other injuries; but now, September, Jim's familiar, the gentle boy to the peace of the eternal dawn and the house of his eternal, Bob Deput.

Together with Bob's family and other friends, we will commemorate the all-too-rapid life of this young guitarist Jim at the graveside of the youngigner, Bob Deput.

Bob Deput, aged twenty, the latest of the Young men of Notre Dame to die... and one wonders if the death of one so young and so beautiful life enough to spare it... if, in the twisted passion of a world4onalism is that he gets so caught up in his own rhetoric that no one else is talking. His first reply was, "I wish I had died today." After going to Mecca, he continues, he realized that he could see her again to tell her that she did have a place in the black man's struggle. Her job was to fight racism wherever and whenever she can. For in her situation, she believes she has a certain duality.

First, the rightful rage felt by Malcolm X was manifested in one who truly wished to help. Her place in life could not be helped and not have let his own best beauty survive until after the coming of its moon.

To the distress of our minds, an answer to our Woodward has not yet been forthcoming.
Northwestern game. Are familiar with the contents of the do you feel about the progress the Continuing Circus see what's holding things up. Another human being. Depending on the language, a resident in a foreign country may experience. You eat new foods (learning that hamburgers and pizza are uniquely American while coke is universal), wear clothes that label you as a foreigner, and you spoil it for you by anticipating the plays! The ghost of huckstering P. T. Barnum was resurrected over the weekend, and joined Fr. Sorin, the Gipper, Bass and other famous phantom circus animals floating around Notre Dame this weekend. The center of this particular spiritual circus was the Athletic and Convocation Center where the Ringling Brothers put up their tents.

Observer: Did you hear about the one hundred Anniversary that was very important. It was the highest anniversary of Barnum — Bailey merger of corporations or something. Yes, I suppose it is. It was just there, in just, circus-red, greeting cards.

One hundred years is a good age for most anything, very few institutions are so unpropitious. One hundred years is a particularly good age for childhood, for childhood's end.

A circus is for seven-year-olds.

Seven is a good number to be when you are seven, the whole world's a fruit. The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to defy death, they are put through paces to totally alien for you're seven, the whole world's a fruit- The clowns were the saddest things, and majestic. Train the horses, pure and olds of all chronological ages at the circus continues to def...
Founding Fathers feared conscription

U.S. soldiers killed in crash

SAIGON (UPI) - Eleven American soldiers were killed and 11 more wounded yesterday when Communist gunners shot down a U.S. helicopter near the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) and then fired mortar shells at a rescue force, U.S. military sources reported.

It was the worst American losses in a single engagement in the Vietnam War in three weeks.

According to the sources, a UH-1 "Huey" helicopter was preparing to drop off a six-man Ranger team on a long range reconnaissance patrol when it was hit by Communist fire six miles west of the Allied base at Gia Ober, four miles south of the DMZ separating North and South Vietnam.

Copter Destroyed

The helicopter crashed and was destroyed, the sources said, killing nine of the GIs aboard and wounding one.

South integrates schools

WASHINGTON (UPI) - About 90 per cent of Negro children in the South are attending desegregated schools this fall, HEW Secretary Elliott L. Richardson said yesterday. Richardson said the "relative calm" in which the process had been carried out was "a remarkable achievement and one for which public schools in the South and the people of the South and Negroes and whites deserve a great deal of credit."

Richardson, who was the Number 2 man at the State Department before coming to the Health, Education and Welfare Department in June, made his comments on a television interview (NBC) Meet the Press.

He admitted that most minority group children do not have the same educational opportunities as white pupils. But to do so in many instances would require substantial subvention, a process which he said had been largely curtailed by congressional action.

The Nixon administration's approach, Richardson said, was that "a certain amount of busing is going to be absolutely necessary in the transition to schools, early yesterday with mortar fire.

The sources said it could not be immediately determined whether any of the Communist fire came from inside the DMZ. The American losses were the heaviest since a U.S. CH47 "Chinook" helicopter skidded off a landing strip near the southern Quang Tin province and 32 GIs were killed and several others injured.

Bomb Supply Lines

In other actions in Vietnam yesterday U.S. 652 bombers concentrated almost that entire destructive power near embattled combat base "O'Reilly" putting disengagements plans into effect for the first time this fall. He said there are 62 per cent more black children attending Negro schools this September than at the start of the 1965 school year.

While a substantial number of the children in these schools with predominantly black enrollment, "the number who are in city schools and who are representing an existing schools is necessary," he added.

But long distance busing that interferes with schooling itself is not desirable, Richardson said.

Richardson pointed out that 700 Southern school districts are trying to implement the law by putting disengagements plans into effect for the first time this fall. He said there are 62 per cent more black children attending Negro schools this September than at the start of the 1965 school year.

While a substantial number of the children in these schools with predominantly black enrollment, "the number who are in city schools and who are representing an existing schools is necessary," he added.

But long distance busing that interferes with schooling itself is not desirable, Richardson said.

Richardson pointed out that 700 Southern school districts are trying to implement the law by

South integrates schools

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Mrs. Martha Mitchell, outspoken wife of the attorney general, Sunday alarms American professors and educators for destroying the country. "They are totally irresponsible for the sins of our children," she said.

The blonde cabinet wife denounced educators in comment to UPI expressed in irritation over a published report quoting her husband, John N. Mitchell, as saying that "we educators are not good enough for young people who are running our educational institutions."

"The academic society is responsible for all of our troubles in this country," Mrs. Mitchell told. "These are people that are destroying our country."

Aked if she was referring to any particular educators, she snapped: "The whole academic society is to blame. The professors and educators are responsible for the sins of our children."
"Pound. Pound. That's their offense." These were the words of Northwestern coach Alex Agase after his Wildcats had absorbed a 35-14 pasting by the Irish. As these pictures might suggest, Agase had a point.

Not only was the offense devastating, but the defense as exemplified by Mr. Walter Patulski also had once more been playful moments.

Scott Hempel kept his toe limbered up and he made good on five of five conversions.

The big names of the day were Denny Allan who scored three TD's and Tom Gatewood who caught seven passes. (As the little Irish fan in the background of the Gatewood photo might suggest a touchdown, Tom was stopped on the NU six.)

And of course there was Joe Theismann, who Agase referred to as "cute." Here Joe does one of his cuter things, a nine yard touchdown sprint.

Irish dump Wildcats

(Continued from Page 8)

In general, this was a pleasing victory for the Irish. The offensive line was very impressive, especially on running plays. Even if he was sick, Tom Gatewood looked like he has a chance for All-America consideration if he turns in comparable performances throughout the season. Joe Theismann played a creditable game although his passing wasn't quite as sharp as it usually is.

The defense was impressive. Northwestern never really scored a bonafide touchdown on it. Patulski was a beast at his end spot and the rest of the line flew well, too. The linebackers played heads up football throughout the afternoon. They made most of the tackles (as they should in the 4-4-3 set up). The defensive secondary held Daigleau to ten of 32 passes but the NU receivers dropped a few easy chances to save some embarrassment for the Irish "three deep."

The squad must now turn its attention to a familiar foe, Purdue. If anyone needs reminding it has been FOUR YEARS since Notre Dame has beaten a Boilermaker team. How much longer will the streak last?
by Terry Shields
Observer Sports Editor

The Irish didn’t do a bad job, considering. Tom Gatewood was playing a full game with a case of the flu. Considering many "experts" had picked this weekend and next for the Irish to absorb their yearly upset. Considering ND beat a good Northwestern ball club that will make some noise this season in the Big Ten conference standing.

Yes, Notre Dame played a very good ball game and won by a point more than the bookies had spotted the Wildcats, 35-14. From the opening drive the Irish had full control of the situation. There was one brief period in the second quarter when Barry Pearson got the hometown fans a little excited with an unusual 71 yard punt return that temporarily tied the score at 14. Notre Dame did exactly what they had to do in this situation and ran the ball back down Thiersheim’s throat to establish exactly who the superior team was.

The first Irish score came after a drive that coaches dream about. Denny Allan, Bill Barz and Ed Gulyas took turns churning through holes created by a line whose ability had been doubted before the opener. Each man was getting between five to ten yards per try. Quarterback Joe Theismann wasn’t content with those “small” gains so he made his first pass of the season a 38 yard strike to his favorite receiver Tom Gatewood. This combo hooked up seven times during the afternoon as the Irish defense was almost too much for one of the Big Ten’s best secondaries. Not bad for a sick man. Denny Allan who scored three times during the day’s proceedings had the honor of tagging the first Irish TD of the season. It came on a six yarder.

After the defense permitted one first down, Thiersheim and company began another drive commencing at the ND 25. Once again the backs took turns following their line offensive line for most of the yardage. Theismann displayed his value as a scrambler when he could find no one open and took it in from the nine for the second Notre Dame score.

The defense held again and the Irish offense made its only real mistake of the afternoon. Barz fumbled and the Wildcats recovered in the person of line-backer John Votouch. (By "Northwestern" statistics Votouch was in on 27 tackles which is a truly remarkable performance.)

Maurie Daigneau, the NU quarterback, led his offense on a twenty yard drive mainly on the running of Mike Adumule. The game’s leading rusher with 85 yards in 17 carries. The drive almost stalled when an aroused Irish defense stiffened near its own goal but Daigneau hurled himself for the touchdown from one yard out.

This score seemed to give the Wildcats new life. The defense finally stopped ND and Jim Yoder’s first punt of the season was a line drive that gave Pearson enough running room to utilize his many moves and the junior flanker rambled 71 yards for the tying points.

It was the next series of downs that proved to be the most important of the day for Irish fans. Once again the Irish backs just ground up the yardage but the Roadrunner coolly led his forces to another scoring play by eight yards in the drive. The latter for a decisive fourth touchdown.

The final ND score came after an alert Walt Patulsiki recovered a fumble on the NU 26. It took the Irish eight plays to score from here. Allan got the ball trick by scoring his third tally from the one on fourth down. The remainder of the game showed some offensive power but neither team managed to reach pay dirt. Northwestern did come close but Mike Thiersheim on his first down only had one formation left for a block on the second line linebacker, came up with an interception to lock the verdict at 35-14.

After the game NU coach Chuck Dierking had his former boss Ara Parseghian on his team so obviously delighted. He also thought Joe Theismann did a great job. "That Theismann is pretty cute. He was damn good on third and fourth downs and those quick feet of his can beat you on the ground as well as his throwing arm in the air."

Again must have known something about Notre Dame’s offense that Parseghian didn’t. Ara was worried about the offensive line but Alex seemed to expect a Grade A performance. "They didn’t surprise me in the least. Pound, Pound, Pound. That’s their offense. They’re so strong it’s rough imagining how to stop them.

The Northwestern secondary did do a fine job most of the afternoon. They held Theismann far below his usual completion percentage. Joe was right of 19 and last season he hit over 55% of his passes. Jack Dustin won praise from Agase even though his man (Gatewood) caught seven aerials. Gatewood beat him on the first pass play by the Irish but after the game Dustin said "slipped." To a person that was watching Gatewood closely on that play it looked more like Tom took a handoff to the (Continued on Page 7)